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We have systematically studied physical properties of BaðFe0.97 Cr0.03 Þ2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 , where superconductivity in BaFe2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 is fully suppressed by just 3% of Cr substitution of Fe. A quantum critical
point is revealed at x ∼ 0.42, where non-Fermi-liquid behaviors similar to those in BaFe2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 are
observed. Neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering measurements suggest that the quantum
critical point is associated with the antiferromagnetic order, which is not of conventional spin-density-wave
type as evidenced by the ω=T scaling of spin excitations. On the other hand, no divergence of lowtemperature nematic susceptibility is observed when x is decreased to 0.42 from higher doping level,
demonstrating that there are no nematic quantum critical fluctuations. Our results suggest that non-Fermiliquid behaviors in iron-based superconductors can be solely resulted from the antiferromagnetic quantum
critical fluctuations, which cast doubts on the role of nematic fluctuations played in the normal-state
properties in iron-based superconductors.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.037001

An antiferromagnetic (AFM) order may be continuously
driven to zero by a nonthermal control parameter, resulting
in a quantum critical point (QCP) and non-Fermi-liquid
(NFL) behaviors in the itinerant electron systems [1]. In
iron-based superconductors, it has been shown that the
AFM order disappears around the optimal doping level in
many systems [2], suggesting the presence of AFM QCPs
and their importance in understanding the unconventional
superconductivity. An electronic nematic phase that breaks
the in plane C4 rotational symmetry is also closely
accompanied with the collinear AFM order in iron-based
superconductors [3]. Nematic QCPs are thus suggested to
0031-9007=19=122(3)=037001(6)

present [4–6] and could give rise to NFL behaviors [7,8].
The question arises as to which kind of quantum critical
fluctuations is more significant in affecting the normal-state
properties of iron-based superconductors. However, both
QCPs typically happen around optimal doping level, where
superconductivity always takes place at finite temperature
and precludes detailed studies on them.
Among different families of iron-based superconductors,
BaFe2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 (BFAP) is the most promising system that
shows many exotic properties, which are thought to result
from a QCP lying beneath the superconducting dome [9],
including, but not limited to, linear temperature dependence
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of resistivity, enhancement of effective electron mass, and
scaling behaviors [10–15]. Both the AFM and nematic
QCPs are suggested to present around the optimal doping
level [4,16]. Even when the AFM order disappears in a
weakly first-order fashion [17,18], magnetic quantum critical fluctuations may still present [19]. While the superconductivity may be completely suppressed by the magnetic
field [14,15], the limited probes make it hard to further
understand the nature of the QCP.
In this Letter, we use Cr doping as a way to suppress
superconductivity without significantly disturbing the longrange AFM order [20,21], which enables us to study the
nature of the QCP at very low temperature. It is found that
just 3% of Cr substitution of Fe can fully suppress superconductivity in BFAP and reveal a quantum phase transition at x ∼ 0.42. The linear temperature dependence of
resistivity in BFAP, which is the signature of NFL behaviors, can be still clearly observed in Cr-BFAP. While both
the AFM and nematic orders disappear at this doping, only
the AFM quantum critical point is found. Our results show
that NFL behaviors in iron-based superconductors can
solely result from the AFM quantum critical fluctuations,
which are not of conventional spin-density-wave type as
evidenced by the ω=T scaling of spin excitations.
The BaðFe0.97 Cr0.03 Þ2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 (Cr-BFAP) single crystals were grown using a Ba2 As3 =Ba2 P3 self-flux method as
described previously [18], and the chemical compositions
are determined by inductively coupled plasma analysis.
The resistance and heat capacity were measured on the
physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum
Design). The nematic susceptibility is also measured on the
PPMS with a homemade uniaxial pressure device based on
a piezobender [5,22]. The magnetoresistance was measured
at Wuhan National High Magnetic Field Center, China.
Neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the
TASP triple-axis spectrometer (TAS) at Paul Scherrer
Institute, Switzerland, V2 TAS at Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin für Materialien und Energie, Germany, Kunpeng
TAS at Key Laboratory of Neutron Physics and Institute of
Nuclear Physics and Chemistry, China, and Bamboo TAS
at China Institute of Atomic Energy, China. The inelastic
neutron scattering experiment was carried out at PANDA
TAS at MLZ, Germany, with Ef fixed at 5.1 meV [23].
About 140 single crystals were coaligned with a total mass
of about 1.7 g resulting in the single Bragg peak with full
width at half maximum of about 1.5°. We use the tetragonal
notation, and the scattering plane is (H, H, L) for all the
neutron scattering experiments.
Figure 1(a) shows the temperature dependence of normalized resistivity RN ¼ RðTÞ=Rð300 KÞ in Cr-BFAP,
where no sign of superconductivity exists. Interestingly,
RN in the x ¼ 0.42 sample has a roughly linear temperature
dependence down to 2 K, which has always been treated as
a typical NFL behavior. Accordingly, the Cr-BFAP system
can be divided into two regimes. For the x < 0.42 samples,
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of RN in BaðFe0.97 Cr0.03 Þ2
ðAs1−x Px Þ2 . (b) Temperature dependence of dðRN Þ=dT. (c) Lowtemperature RN for the x ≥ 0.42 samples. The dashed solid lines
show fitting results as described in the main text. The arrows
indicate T min where RN is minimum. (d) Field dependence of
resistivity for the x ¼ 0.55 sample at 6 K. The dashed line is
the fitted result as described in the main text. (e) Specific heat
results plotted as C=T vs T. The dashed lines are fitted results as
described in the main text. (f) Doping dependence of γ 0 . The error
bars are from the fittings. The solid line is fitted as
D lnðx − xc Þ þ y0 , where both D and y0 are constants, and
xc ¼ 0.42.

both the AFM and nematic transitions present, which is
shown by the sharp increase of RN at low temperature [20].
Figure 1(b) further gives the temperature dependence of
dðRN Þ=dT, where the single dips suggest that the AFM and
nematic transitions always happen at the same temperature
as in the underdoped BFAP, i.e., T N ¼ T s [17,18].
In overdoped samples (x > 0.42), RN ðTÞ deviates from
the linear-T behavior below certain temperatures and shows
a slight upturn at lower temperature, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
In overdoped BFAP, the resistivity shows T 2 behavior at
low temperature when superconductivity is completely
suppressed by a high magnetic field [14]. Here we fit
the low-temperature resistance by R ¼ R0 þ AT 2 þ RK
[Fig. 1(c)], where R0 and A are temperature-independent
constants. RK takes the form of Kondo scattering and is
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described as Bf1−lnðT=T K Þ=½ðlnT=T K Þ2 þC1=2 g, where B
and C are constants, and T K is the Kondo temperature [24].
Figure 1(d) shows the magnetoresistance of the x ¼ 0.55
sample at 4.2 K, which can also be fitted by an empirical
function for the Kondo effect [25], i.e., RðHÞ ¼ R0 þ
RK ½1 − Bs ðxÞ2  þ bH2 , where R0 , RK , Bs ðxÞ, and bH 2
are the resistance at zero field, the Kondo part of the
resistance, the Brillouin function, and the normal magnetoresistance, respectively. Here x ¼ gμB SH=½K B ðT þ T K Þ,
where S and T K are the magnetic moment and Kondo
temperature, respectively. We note that the above analysis
includes many parameters that may result in overfitting the
data, but the Kondo effect can at least qualitatively describe
the low-temperature upturn, which suggests the presence of
T 2 dependence of the resistivity at low temperature in
overdoped samples after subtracting the contribution from
Kondo scattering.
Figure 1(e) shows the results of the specific heat in CrBFAP, which can be all fitted as C=T ¼ γ 0 þ βT 2 þ δT 4
for T < 6 K [26]. The quadratic and fourth-power terms
come from phonon and magnon contributions. In a normal
metal, γ 0 is associated with density of states and effective
mass. Figure 1(f) shows the doping dependence of γ 0 ,
which increases dramatically around x ¼ 0.42 and can be
described as logarithmically diverging when approaching
x ¼ 0.42 from a higher doping level [14]. The ratio
between the maximum and minimum values is about 1.5,
smaller than the enhancement of effective mass ( ≈2) in
BFAP obtained by quantum oscillation measurements [12].
In the above analysis, we have assumed a linear temperature
dependence of the electronic specific heat, which may not
be valid near the QCP. However, this will not alter the
conclusion that γ 0 shows a significant enhancement around
x ¼ 0.42.
The above results suggest that a QCP may present
around x ¼ 0.42. To see whether it is associated with
the AFM order, we carried out neutron diffraction experiments on Cr-BFAP. Figure 2(a) shows the Q scans at L ¼ 3
for the x ¼ 0.4 sample. The appearance of a peak at (0.5,
0.5, 3) at 2 K demonstrates the presence of the collinear
AFM order [18]. The sharp peak corresponds to a correlation length larger than 200 Å, suggesting that the AFM
order in Cr-BFAP is always long range as in BFAP [18].
Moreover, the AFM moment M linearly goes to zero at
about 0.42, as shown in Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, M
drops quickly before the AFM order disappears at x ¼ 0.3
in BFAP, which has been treated as resulting from a weakly
first-order transition [18]. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the
temperature dependence of M2 , where T N can be obtained.
The AFM nature of the QCP is also studied by measuring
spin excitations in the x ∼ 0.41 sample with T N < 2 K.
Figure 2(e) shows HH scans at 0.3 meV. The peak
intensities SðQAFM ; ωÞ at different energies are thus
obtained by subtracting the average value of the counts
at (0.4, 0.4, 3) and (0.6, 0.6, 3) from that at
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x = 0.41

(
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FIG. 2. (a) θ–2θ scans for the x ¼ 0.4 Cr-BFAP sample at 2 and
10 K, which correspond to (H, H, 6H) scans within the scattering
plane. The right peak is a spurious peak, which shows no
temperature dependence. (b) Doping dependence of magnetic
moment M. The black squares and red circles are from
Refs. [16,17], respectively. (c),(d) Temperature dependence of
M 2 . The sold lines are fitted as proportional to ð1 − T=T N Þ2β .
(e) Constant-E scans along (H, H, 3) at 0.3 meV and several
temperatures for the x ¼ 0.41 Cr-BFAP. The solid lines are fitted
results by the Gaussian function with a linear background.
(f) ω=T scaling of spin excitations in the x ¼ 0.41 Cr-BFAP.
The open and solid symbols represent data obtained from
constant-E and constant-Q scans, respectively. The solid line
is fitted as χ 00 ðQQF ; ωÞT α ¼ ðkB T=EÞα tanhðbE=kB TÞ [27] with
α ¼ 0.225 and b ¼ 0.6. (Inset) Adjusted R2 of the fitting, where the
values of α and b are determined by the maximum value of R2 .

QAFM ¼ ð0.5; 0.5; 3Þ. Accordingly, the imaginary part of
dynamic susceptibility χ 00 ðQAFM ; ωÞ is calculated as
SðQAFM ; ωÞ × ½1 − expð−ℏω=kB TÞ. The scaling behavior
can be found if we plot them as χ 00 ðQAFM ; ωÞT 0.225 ∼
E=kB T [Fig. 2(f)], which suggests the presence of an
AFM QCP.
To see whether there is also a nematic QCP, we studied
the nematic susceptibility by measuring the elastoresistivity under uniaxial pressure along the tetragonal [110]
direction [5,22]. As reported previously, we define ζ as
dðΔR=R0 Þ=dp, where R0 is the resistance at zero pressure
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FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of ζ, which is associated
with nematic susceptibility as discussed in the main text. The
dashed lines are fitted results by a Curie-Weiss-like function near
the AFM phase transition. (Inset) Pressure dependence of ΔR=R0
at 2 K. (b) Doping dependence of ζ at 2 K. The vertical dashed
line indicates the position of the QCP at x ∼ 0.42.

and ΔR ¼ RðpÞ − Rð0Þ [5]. Figure 3(a) shows the temperature dependence of ζ, where a broad hump around 100 K
is observed in many samples. This is most likely due to the
effect of Cr dopants, which may give rise to impurity
scattering that is not coupled to nematic fluctuations.
Therefore, ζ will be underestimated because of the enhancement of total resistivity and is not a good approximation to
nematic susceptibility anymore. However, this effect will not
remove the divergent behavior of nematic susceptibility
when approaching to the nematic transition, as demonstrated
by the upturns at low temperature for x < 0.42. These
upturns can be roughly fitted by a Curie-Weiss-like function,
ζ ¼ A=ðT − T 0 Þ þ y0 , as done in other systems [5,22]. The
values of A show little change with doping and are about
0.002 K=MPa from x ¼ 0.31 to 0.41. Compared to that in
optimally doped BFAP [22], A in Cr-BFAP is much smaller,
suggesting strong suppression of nematic fluctuations. More
importantly, the low-temperature upturn of ζ immediately
disappears when x is larger than 0.42 and ζ becomes
negative at low temperature. Figure 3(b) shows the doping
dependence of ζ at 2 K. It is clear that no divergent behavior
of ζ can be found when approaching the QCP at zero
temperature from the overdoped side. These results contradict the expectation for the existence of a nematic QCP,
which will result in divergent behavior in both the temperature and doping dependence of the nematic susceptibility [4,5,22].
Figure 4 summarizes our results where only the AFM
QCP exists although both AFM and nematic transitions
present for x < 0.42. The color map represents the value of
n in fitting the resistivity by R ¼ R0 þ AT n. The NFL
behavior of the resistivity is illustrated by the large blue
area above the QCP, which corresponds the area dominated
by quantum critical fluctuations. For overdoped samples,
T 2 behavior of the resistivity appears at low temperature but
is covered by the low-temperature upturn [Fig. 1(c)], which
presumably comes from Kondo scattering. Compared to the
BFAP system [10–15], the position of the QCP in Cr-BFAP

1

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of the Cr-BFAP system with Cr doping
level as 0.03. The diamonds and upper triangles represent T N ðT s Þ
and T min of Cr-BFAP. The circles and blue dashed line are T N and
T c of BFAP [18]. The solid and dashed lines associated with these
values are guides to the eye. The color map shows doping and
temperature dependence of n, which is obtained by fitting the
resistivity as proportional to T n . The red arrow suggests the move
of the QCP from x ∼ 0.33 in BFAP to x ∼ 0.42 in Cr-BFAP.
While both the AFM and nematic orders present in the lower
doping regime, only the AFM QCP exists in Cr-BFAP.

shifts from x ∼ 0.33 to 0.42, and more interestingly, T N
changes linearly with phosphorus doping.
Our results suggest that Cr substitution has significant
effects on the properties of BFAP besides the suppression
of superconductivity, such as the large increase of residual
resistivity, low-temperature upturn of resistivity in overdoped samples, doping dependence of T N , suppression of
nematic fluctuations, and disappearance of nematic QCP.
However, Cr substitution seems to have little effect on the
nature of the AFM order since the latter remains long range
and commensurate. Moreover, the resistivity in overdoped
samples shows T 2 dependence as found in BFAP [11,14]
after correctly subtracting the contribution from impurity
scattering. Interestingly, the low-temperature upturn of the
resistivity becomes less and less obvious with decreasing x,
which may come from the suppression of the fluctuations
of Cr spins by Fe spins near the QCP, or more exotically,
the quasiparticles are not well defined anymore around the
QCP. Importantly, the sample at the QCP shows the linear
temperature dependence of resistivity that is very similar
to the optimally doped BFAP [11,14]. Since this kind of
behavior has always been treated as one of the major
signatures of non-Fermi liquids, we conclude that Cr dopants
have insignificant effects on NFL behaviors in BFAP.
The presence of NFL behaviors in Cr-BFAP in the
absence of nematic QCP cast doubts on the role played
by nematic fluctuations in normal-state properties. In BFAP,
divergent nematic susceptibility has been observed around
the optimal doping level [4,22], which clearly suggests the
presence of nematic QCP in this superconducting system.
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However, the disappearance of nematic QCP in Cr-BFAP
suggests that quantum nematic fluctuations are not necessary to result in the linear temperature dependence of
resistivity. It is thus the AFM quantum fluctuations that
dominate the normal-state properties of Cr-BFAP. We note
that linear temperature dependence of resistivity is hard to
observe in systems where the presence of AFM QCP is in
question, such as in BaðFe1−x Cox Þ2 As2 or BaFe2−x Nix As2,
whose AFM orders become short range and glassy around
optimal doping level [28–31]. In FeSe1−x Sx , where only
nematic QCP presents, the temperature dependence of
resistivity is not linear [6]. On the other hand, linear
temperature dependence of resistivity is found at high
pressure in FeSe and FeSe1−x Sx near the boundaries of
the pressure-induced AFM order, not at lower pressure
where the nematic order disappears [32,33]. Therefore,
AFM quantum critical fluctuations may still play a dominate
role in resulting NFL behaviors in iron-based superconductors as in many other systems [1].
The ω=T scaling of χ 00 ðQ; ωÞ in Fig. 2(f) suggests that the
AFM QCP in Cr-BFAP may be an unconventional QCP
[34]. For the conventional spin-density-wave (SDW)-type
QCP, the NFL behavior may be understood from the critical
scattering of quasiparticles near the hot spots connected
by the nesting wave vector of the magnetic order. While the
dynamical susceptibility is linear in frequency, there is no
ω=T scaling. In heavy-fermion systems, there are fermionic
excitations that are no longer well defined near the QCP such
that the whole Fermi surface becomes critical, resulting in a
local criticality in real space [35] and the ω=T scaling of
χ 00 ðQ; ωÞ as shown by theories [35,36] and observed
experimentally [27,37]. In our case, although there is a
large uncertainty in determining the value of α
due to large error bars in raw data [Fig. 2(f)], the ω=T
scaling is unambiguous. This type of scaling behavior has
also been found in BFAP [38] and electron-doped cuprates
[39] with different values of α. This indicates the violation of
the conventional SDW scenario and possible involvement of
other important low-energy degrees of freedom that may
coexist and compete with the long-wavelength spin fluctuations. It should be emphasized that whether the unconventional QCP can be fully applied in our system is still an open
question. Revealing the nature of the relevant low-energy
bosonic and fermionic excitations might be a crucial step in
understanding the pnictide physics in the future.
In conclusion, we have found a unique system of iron
pnictides, BaðFe0.97 Cr0.03 Þ2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 , where an AFM
QCP presents without nematic quantum critical fluctuations. The observation of the linear temperature dependence of resistivity, one of the most important signatures of
non-Fermi liquids, demonstrates that AFM QCP alone is
sufficient to give rise to NFL behaviors. Moreover, the
AFM QCP is probably the unconventional type, whose
underlying mechanism is important for our understanding
on the low-energy physics in iron-based superconductors.
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